EDF Energy HPC Privacy policy

Privacy Notice
We respect your privacy and value the trust you place in us when you share your personal information with us. Our Privacy Notice (together with EDF Energy’s Privacy Policy and Website Terms and Conditions) sets out how we collect and use your personal information, why we use it, with whom we share it, the rights to which you may be entitled and your choices about our use of your personal information, that may arise from your interactions with us.

Overview
Our primary aim in collecting visitor personal information is to manage visitors to our sites, allowing us to ensure the visitors are able to be identified on arrival and to meet our regulatory requirements.

Information we collect
In operating the Visitor Management System (the “VMS”):
• We keep the information about you that you give us by filling in the form(s) on the VMS
• We keep the information about you contained in the form(s) that has been filled in on the VMS on your behalf. If you register the visitor’s information on the visitor’s behalf, you confirm that:
  - you have the visitor’s consent to enter such information onto the VMS; and
  - you provided the visitor with a copy of the privacy notice
• We keep the originating IP address

Personal Information required
The following information needs to be provided:
Full name | Date of birth | Nationality | Country of Origin
The name details entered for the visitor when attending NNB sites must consist of the First Name and Last Name only and must accurately match those on the ID document presented (for example: Joseph Bloggs, NOT - Jo Bloggs or Joseph A Bloggs). Failure to comply with this will prevent the visitor being permitted access under the request.